classic cars populate vintage racing
grids with greater regularly, so, too, are
competitors streaming into the sport.
According to various stakeholders, a great many senior speedsters are being
joined by an influx of younger performance enthusiasts at road courses across the
nation, as sizeable disposable incomes make it all the more possible for them to
strap on helmets and regularly climb into vintage race cars.
Organizers of both local clubs and national sanctioning bodies tell us firsthand
that, indeed, lines at the pit gate are growing longer all the time.
“The market is healthy,” noted Cris Vandagriff of Historic Motor Sports Association
(HMSA), Montrose, California. “We turn away hundreds of participants every year at
our Monterey event, and every year we bump up the number a little. If we had the
paddock area and space in the schedule we could easily grid 850.”
Assisting with this passion means parts and service suppliers can tap into a variety
of expanding revenue streams. In addition to building stout racing engines and
fabricating numerous one-off parts, profits can be derived from offering preparation
services that range from car washing to “arrive and drive” annual contracts. In fact,
the vast majority of active racers are, or were, successful “in charge” businesspeople
that may not be mechanically proficient, nor are they inclined to be so.
What’s more, our research has uncovered a market comprised of various segments
that range from strict period authentic to all-out modified saturated with new
technology. Not a simple equation, yet a hearty niche—and subsequent profits—can
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be found with the appropriate homework.
Know The Market
While some vintage racers might fancy
themselves the living embodiment of
Tazio Nuvolari, or just as talented as
Patrick Dempsey, they are, for the most
part, not professional race car drivers,
no matter how many driving schools they
have completed.
Still, regardless of their skills behind
the wheel, many possess similar egos,
are better than lawyers at interpreting
rules, and view vintage racing as much
a business contact cultivation opportunity
as they do a social endeavor, all of which
should be factored into any customer
service approach.
“Vintage racing is not a crash fest,”
q u i p p e d S c o t t D r n e k o f Vi r t u o s o
Performance, Hayward, California.
“Think of Olympic boxing instead of cage
fighting. Rules cater to the preservation of
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the sport, car and the person.”
Drnek foresees 2016 as yet another
big growth year for Virtuoso as well as
the sport, building on 20 years of solid
expansion specializing in purpose-built
cars, such as Formula 1, Can-Am, sports
prototype and FIA sports racers.
“As vintage racing cars have escalated
in value, owners have become more
willing to spend what is necessary to
keep the cars safe, competitive and true
to their provenance,” he added.
Also key to understanding the sport
is that club racing primarily offers a funfilled social environment, where the racing
is more relaxed than when competing in
a series for points and prizes—where a
distinct edginess is in play. This means
cars go back on their trailers at the end
of a race weekend just the way they
came off.
Club races can be a single marque,
or mixed car field that easily provide
four on-track sessions per day. But as
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events grow bigger, fewer sessions or
less on-track time might be the norm.
Dan Davis, editor and publisher of
Victory Lane Magazine in Palo Alto,
California, reports that North America
annually sees more than 170 racing
events organized by over 30 vintage
racing organizations, with a multitude
of other vintage events sanctioned by
thousands of car enthusiast clubs.
“Vintage racing events range from
mega events attracting as many as
600 entrants and 200,000 spectators
to the small, local club races closed to
spectators, yet hosting upwards of 100
entrants,” said Davis, who also revealed
that a rising number of clubs are joining
with other clubs to host events because
of prohibitively high track rental fees.
Frank Honsowetz of Ed Pink Racing
Engines (EPRE) in Van Nuys, California,
points to the rising number of events and
car entries that is expanding the firm’s
vintage racing engine service numbers.
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“This is a lucrative market because of the
number of participants that compete in
complex and rare vehicles that require
very specialized service,” he said.
“Although the engines can be very
complicated, we have the technical staff
to do the work, some employed for more
than 20 years. What is vintage now, these
guys built early in their careers.”
Successful outcomes of working on
period-correct cars means customers
fly through tech inspections, especially
when revitalizing engines that have been
mishandled or poorly serviced for years.
“We purchase parts that many folks
have never seen, or forgot about, and
we have big inventory on hand. We
specialize in the obscure and fix it right,”
added Honsowetz.
Driveline specialists Taylor Race
Engineering in Plano, Texas, provides
gearboxes, clutches and axles for
not only road racing, but drag racing,

As vintage race cars climb in value, “owners
have become more willing to spend what is
necessary to keep the cars safe, competitive and
true to their provenance,” noted one top racing
and restoration services provider of growth within
the segment of late. Photo courtesy of HSR.

Bonneville land speed cars and older
NASCAR stock cars. Taylor has a service
trailer that allows them to replicate all
services offered in the shop; it also helps
them gain new customers while trackside.
“Vintage racing is now 90 percent of
our business,” said Scott Young. “Last

year, we traveled some 19,000 miles and
spent 90 days on the road with the trailer.
Anyone can sell parts—it is the customer
service that keeps them coming back.”
At HMSA, the mantra is to preserve
the cars as they originally raced,
which precludes adding modern parts.
Vandagriff views it intrinsically to stay
focused on one area. “Safety: Our cars
are dangerous, they hurt people,” he
explained. “They don’t have today’s tech
and materials to protect them. We know
from experience if they operate within
safe operational parameters and period
original, we can deal with that.”
“You will never be able to get your
friends together to play baseball at
Yankee Stadium,” opined David Hinton
of Historic Sportscar Racing (HSR),
Clearwater, Florida. “However, vintage
racing allows you to relive your memories
as the car’s value rises, and then sell it
with a good portion of the investment
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returned. I don’t think any other type of
racing can offer this right now.”
In 2012, Tony Parella, a self-confessed
“contrarian to conventional thinking,”
bought the Sportscar Vintage Racing
Association (SVRA) in Southlake,
Texas, when he saw a huge untapped
opportunity that was not built to scale,
lacked consistency, and was comprised
mainly of two pockets: vintage club racing
and a few scattered, for-profit events.
Founded in 1981 with 25 registered
drivers, the series has grown as Parella
next bought out HSR West and General
Racing, which were two independent
sanctioning organizations, and today
SVRA is the largest vintage racing
organization in the United States with
2500 licensed drivers nationwide. “We
wanted to build a national footprint,”
revealed the promoter who started with
three tracks and car counts hovering at
112. “Once we did this, we could attract

sponsorship as well as boost spectator
awareness about the sport.”
That vision is paying off handsomely
in four short years. The 2016 season
kicked off with a bevy of supporters,
and events scheduled at 16 tracks with
upwards of 4000 entries that often attract
10,000 turnstile spins—all reported
through SVRA’s magazine Vintage
Racing Quarterly.
“That’s a lot of parts and service for
engine builders, fabricators, driving
schools and race prep shops that we’ve
added value to, especially since racers
can prep their cars to one set of rules
good at all our tracks,” Parella added.
“Next, think about consumables at
the race track. We are just beginning
to foment a sponsorship perspective
by increasing their ability to market to
spectators as well as racers,” he said.
Conceptually, what Parella is doing
in vintage racing is much like what

To offset track rental fees, clubs are increasingly
joining forces to co-locate events, revealed one
of our contacts, who also told us that vintage
races range from mega events attracting upwards
of 600 entrants and 200,000 spectators to
smaller, local club races with a fraction of the
competitors. Photo courtesy of HSR.

Wally Parks recognized possible with
1950s drag racing—a very popular, but
unorganized segment of motorsports with
tremendous potential.
“We build events,” Parella explained,
who often closes the evening activities
with a massive fireworks show. “We are
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more than racing. We offer car auctions,
car shows, shopping, and concerts with
notable nostalgia bands like Blood, Sweat
and Tears, and Three Dog Night.”
Storm Field of Vintage Racer Group
(VRG) in Sayville, New York, offers an
Eastern Seaboard perspective, where
new and re-opened tracks can be found
in Virginia, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts
and New Hampshire. “The number of
new tracks in the Northeast and midAtlantic that have been built over the past
five years is quite amazing,” observed
Field. “Instead of going out of business,
it has turned around big-time. The
country’s oldest paved track, Thompson,
in Connecticut, had closed, but reopened
four years ago with a new road course.”
VRG, like many clubs, is a memberowned, volunteer-operated non-profit
dedicated to providing members with
maximum track time for the least amount
of money. In 10 years, this operating

For businesses that cater to vintage racers, word of mouth is an effective means of marketing, cited
one historic racing organization source, who added, “People tend to grow their businesses by doing
good work and creating a rolling advertisement out of a happy customer.” Photo courtesy of HMSA.

model boosted membership from 60 to
over 650.
Vi r t u o s o P e r f o r m a n c e i s a w a re
that its business demands clientele
management, as well as servicing
the 80-plus purpose-built racing cars
currently stabled in its facility to allow
seamless arrive-and-drive experiences.
Providing transportation, event support,
race preparation, driver training, and
race car development, Virtuoso also

performs nearly all fabrication, refinishing,
restoration, engine building, chassis
setup, and gearbox services in-house.
“Because no two of the hand-built cars
are ever alike, we work on a time and
materials basis in all phases of our
operation,” added Drnek.
Brokering New Business
Field reported a 60/40 split for buying
support services, explaining that club
racers tend to do more work themselves
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rather than farming out work. “Our racers
tend to use engine builders and fabricators
only when machining parts, or when some
particularly skillful hand is needed, like in
the preparation of race cages.”
In vintage circles, word of mouth—
good or bad—travels quickly according
to Field, who noted that VRG does not
carry advertising on its website for any
particular shop or engine builder, but
many shops rely on club magazine
advertising. “In this aspect, the vintage
world operates very much like a small
town,” he said. “People tend to grow
their businesses by doing good work
and creating a rolling advertisement out
of a happy customer. A sharp marketer
understands that they are dealing
with a quality- and service-oriented
crowd, which tends to be older and less
accepting of a job not done properly.”
Drnek agreed that when prospective
clients talk to existing customers, they
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can easily judge what the customer
experience might be for themselves,
especially when that takes place at a
race, concours or club event. “We pride
ourselves on the presentation, from
the cars themselves, to our transport
and paddock presence, to our staff.
Prospective clients can see this firsthand
at the track, and compare our support
process to other vendors,” said Drnek.
Interestingly, Virtuoso Performance is
as selective in accepting new customers
as customers are in choosing them as
a vendor. “Our customers form a close,
friendly group that extends outside of
racing,” revealed Drnek. “We do our best
to ensure a new customer will be a good
fit with our existing customer base.”
Taylor Race Engineering cultivates
clients by advertising in vintage
publications, in addition to fielding two
Facebook pages and working with a
couple of series as their sponsored

trackside support. “We not only supply
the parts, but we rebuild gearboxes,
differentials, clutches and drive axles in
the field,” revealed Young. “We’ll work
all night so the client can race the next
day. Once, at the SCCA championships,
a client had a catastrophic failure, but we
got him back on track and he went on to
a podium finish.”
A racing business also can get noticed
in this crowd by partnering with groups
that host special events or series to
provide sponsorship, event discounts,
or parts/service prizes.
VRG is the host sponsor of the 2016
Royale Formula Ford Challenge Series
that offers participation to club members
and non-members alike. This series
catering to Formula Fords visits Virginia
International Raceway, Summit Point,
Lime Rock, New Jersey Motorsports Park
and Watkins Glen International. Sponsor
Victory Lane Magazine signed on to cover
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the entire series, and Hoosier Tire offered
prizes of its newly released vintage
Formula Ford tires to the farthest traveled
and hardest working, among others.
“Prep shops are constantly searching
for technicians at all skill levels. I get
so many calls and emails from shops
for workers, and workers looking for
employment, that you could call me a
one-man employment clearinghouse,”
HMSA’s Vandagriff observed.
One daunting challenge every parts
and service provider faces in the vintage
repair world is dealing with one-off
creations, where parts must be fabricated
because their availability is non-existent.
“The majority of these cars were built
to have a life of four years or less,”
observed Young. “Nobody knew they
would be so valuable, so sought-after
30 years later, and I am always on the
lookout for skilled laborers.”
Taking a technical statesmanlike

approach, in 2000, Young founded
several Formula SAE programs, including
those at the University of Texas at
Arlington and University of Kansas,
which has since grown to 32 teams. His
firm supports them just as they do “big
racers”—only for free. “Some of the kids I
worked with are now living their dream as
engineers with professional race teams,”
mused Young. “We hope to stoke the
dream for others.”
Like other successful shops, EPRE
personnel attend vintage race events to
provide trackside service to customers,
but also offer custom machining services
of engine components for owners that
wish to perform their own engine repairs
and service.
However, the shop enjoys a distinct
advantage when it comes to attracting
new customers young or old. While
any race car exhibiting great road
course handling and straightaway power
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gets noticed, it certainly helps that
vintage racer Tom Malloy was a customer
before he bought EPRE. “He is a true
enthusiast with varied tastes,” explained
Honsowetz of Malloy’s rolling billboard
race appearances. “He has a big and
varied collection that sparks comments
of, ‘What’s Tom bringing this time?’”
Confronting Challenges
With an eye toward controlling entry
fees and operating costs, member-centric
VRG conducts regular surveys in order to
plan race events that deliver memorable
on- and off-track experiences and attract
ample participation. “We need to grow
our group with newer, younger members
and cars,” admitted Field. “We all have
to find a way of slowly bringing in newer
cars into the classification system without
alienating the older generation of vintage
drivers—the club backbone—who have
been competing with us for years.”
Field foresees a time in which, unless
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Nearly every source we spoke with cited the
challenge of finding replacement parts that are
practically non-existent. “The majority of these
cars were built to have a life of four years or
less,” said one source. “Nobody knew they would
be so valuable, so sought-after 30 years later.”

they forge partnerships, VRG may not be
able to afford rising track rental rates, as
many groups already are being priced out
of their league. “There are opportunities
for someone who wants to make the
effort,” he offered. “Manufacturers and

shops could simultaneously promote
themselves and the sport, but until they
step out of their offices and directly speak
with the passionate vintage racers, I don’t
see anything happening.”
The team at VRG realizes that social
media—Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
and Snapchat—may not work for some,
but also recognizes it’s the direction the
world is moving, and so anyone who still
wants to be relevant in the future will have
to make that effort.
HSR’s Hinton divulged that the hardest
part of this business is attracting new
members and spectators. “We started
a new HSR class that allows Mazda
Miatas, Porsche Boxsters older BMWs
and Fox-bodied Mustangs, etc., that new
members are interested in racing,” said
Hinton, who does target advertising to
attract a younger generation.
“Social media posts and online videos
are working best; some of our YouTube

videos have had more than 20,000
views,” Hinton concluded.
As for crafting a message to draw in
new racers, SVRA strives to create a
balance of authenticity mixed with the
festival concept. But the numbers have to
work: “Trying to reach spectators without
spending yourself into oblivion,” Parella
said bluntly. “We want to leverage social
media better; it is a pillar of our strategy.
Our website gets 40,000 monthly hits, we
have a videographer on staff, and SVRA
now has its own app. Nationwide we are
using print ads, Groupons, as well as
sponsorship bundling and co-branding.”
Drnek noted that a younger generation
is looking toward a different range of
cars. “People want to race cars that have
meaning to them—the time scale always
slides up inexorably, much to the dismay
of the folks who already have older cars. I
encourage this evolution, as it keeps our
sport relevant and fresh,” he said. z
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